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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the initial-boundary value problem for the
2_2 system of conservation laws
ut+[F(u)]x=0 (1.1)
on the domain 0.[(t, x) # R2 : t0 and x9(t)], for some boundary
profile 9: R+ [ R. As usual, (1.1) is assumed to be strictly hyperbolic and
with each characteristic field either linearly degenerate or genuinely non
linear. An initial data u(0, x)=u (x) having sufficiently small total variation
is given. We consider two different kinds of boundary conditions along
x=9(t) and in both cases we construct a Lipschitzean flow whose trajec-
tories are solutions of an initial-boundary value problem for (1.1). Thus, we
prove the continuous dependence of the solution upon the initial data,
upon the boundary condition and upon the boundary profile.
The existence theory for global BV solutions to the Cauchy Problem for
(1.1) goes back to the fundamental paper [15] by Glimm. More recently,
in [6], a new approach has been introduced. It relies on the construction
of a Lipschitzean semigroup, the Standard Riemann Semigroup (SRS),
whose trajectories extend the local standard Lax [17] solutions of
Riemann Problems. At present, such a SRS has been constructed in the
2_2 case in [8, 9], while for the general n_n case see [7, 10] and [3] in
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a particular case. In the present paper, we show that this approach can be
applied also to the initial-boundary problem for (1.1) in the 2_2 case.
The initial-boundary problem for particular systems of type (1.1) has
been considered in [14, 18, 19]. For a more general treatment, see [13]
and [16, 21, 1], where global existence results in the n_n case are
proved. In these papers, existence of solutions is proved by a compactness
argument. Here, on the other hand, we construct a Cauchy sequence of
approximate solutions whose unique limit is a weak solution continuously
depending on the data, i.e., on the initial data u , on the boundary profile
9 and on the condition at the boundary.
Our constructive technique is based on the wave-front tracking algo-
rithm introduced in [8]. Two different initial-boundary problems for (1.1)
may be defined and will be referred to as Characteristic and Non-charac-
teristic. The two problems differ not only in the assumptions on the slope
of the boundary profile 9, but also in the boundary condition and, hence,
in the very definition of solution. Correspondingly, we state two different
results. If the boundary profile is Lipschitzean, then the resulting flow is
Lipschitzean in the initial data, in the boundary condition, in the boundary
profile and in time. In the Characteristic case we consider also the problem
of a boundary profile which is only continuous. The flow thus obtained is
continuous and it is a Lipschitzean function of the initial data u and of the
boundary profile 9.
The statements of the two problems and of the corresponding results are
in Section 2 for the Characteristic case and in Section 3 for the Non-
characteristic case. The outline of the two proofs is given in Section 4. The
technical details are deferred to the last two sections.
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC CASE
The initial-boundary value problem for (1.1) in the Characteristic case is
ut+[F(u)]x=0
(C) {u(0, x)=u (x)u(t, 9(t))=u~ (t),
where it is assumed that the boundary profile 9 is continuous and that the
initial data u and the boundary condition u~ are L1 functions with small
total variation, so that &u (9(0))&u~ (0)& is also small.
We briefly recall here the definition of solution to (C), as stated in [1].
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Definition C. Call u({, 9({)+).limx  9({)+ u({, x). For every {0,
let w{ be the self-similar Lax solution to the Riemann Problem
{
wt+[F(w)]x=0
(2.1)
w({, x)={u~ ({)u({, 9({)+)
if x<9({)
if x>9({),
where u({, 9({)+).limx  9({)+ u({, x). A function u: 0 [ R2 is a solution
to (C) if
(i) for t>0 and x>9(t) it is a weak solution to (1.1),
(ii) it coincides with u at time t=0,
(iii) it satisfies the boundary condition in the sense that for all but
countably many {0
w{(t, x)=u({, 9({)+) for all (t, x)
such that {x&9({)>D&9({) } (t&{)t>{, (2.2)
where D&9(t).lim infs  t&((9(s)&9(t))(s&t)) is the lower left Dini
derivative.
By (i) and (ii) we mean that u satisfies the equality
|
+
0
|
+
&
(u } ,t+F(u) } ,x) dx dt+|
+
&
u (x) } ,(0, x) dx=0 (2.3)
for any C1 function , with compact support contained in the set
[(t, x) # R2 : t<0 or x>9(t)].
At (ii), the above definition requires that all the waves in the solution w{
to (2.1) are directed towards the outside of the domain 0. Note also that
not only there may be a jump between u~ (t) and u(t, 9(t)+), but this jump
may well violate the RankineHugoniot conditions.
Remark that no assumption whatsoever is asked directly on the slope
of 9. Hence, characteristic lines may well be tangent to the boundary,
justifying the denomination Characteristic. Nevertheless, if D& 9({) is suf-
ficiently large, then (2.2) is always satisfied independently from u~ under
the only assumption that the total variation of u(t, } ) and of the boundary
condition u~ are both sufficiently small.
In the theory of Cauchy Problems of conservation laws, a key role is
played by those problems with Riemann data. In the present case, the
analogous role is played by those problems with linear boundary profile
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Fig. 1. Solution to the Characteristic Riemann Problem with Boundary.
and with both the initial data and the boundary condition constant. We
will refer to this kind of problems as Characteristic Riemann Problems with
Boundary.
Example C. Fix some m in R and let 0.[(t, x) # R2 : t0, xmt].
Choose two nearby constants u and u~ in R2. Referring to [13], the
standard self-similar solution to the Characteristic Riemann Problem with
Boundary
ut+[F(u)]x=0 for t>0, x>mt
{u(0, x)=u for x>0u(t, x)=u~ for x=mt
is the restriction to 0 of the Lax solution to the standard Riemann
Problem (Fig. 1)
{
ut+[F(u)]x=0
u(x, 0)={u~ if x<0u if x>0.
Due to the presence of the boundary data and of the boundary profile,
the flow map u(0, } ) [ u(t, } ) is in general not time homogeneous. To recast
our problem in a semigroup framework, it is convenient to incorporate the
functions u~ and 9 in the domain of the semigroup. More precisely,
consider the set D* of triples p=(u , u~ , 9), where
u # L1(R, R2) & BV(R, R2) and u (x)=0 for x<9(0)
u~ # L1(R+, R2) & BV(R+, R2) (2.4)
9 # C0(R+, R).
Define
TV(p).TV(u )+TV(u~ ).
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and introduce the product distance
d(p$, p").&u "&u $&L1+&u~ "&u~ $&L1+&9"&9$&C0 (2.5)
With the above notation, we construct a semigroup S acting on a
suitable subset D of D*, in the sense that
S : R+ _ D [ D (2.6)
t , (u , u~ , 9) [ (u(t, } ), Tt u~ , Tt9)
u being the solution to (C) and Tt the translation operator, i.e., (Ttu~ )(s).
u~ (t+s) and (Tt 9)(s).9(t+s).
In the characteristic case, our main result is the following:
Theorem C. Let F be a smooth map defined on some neighborhood of
the origin in R2 and with values in R2. Assume that (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic
and that each characteristic field is either linearly degenerate or genuinely
non linear. Then there exist positive constants L and $, a closed domain
D/D* and a continuous semigroup S of the form (2.6), such that:
(1) D contains all triples (u , u~ , 9) in D* with TV(u )+TV(u~ )<$;
(2) the map t [ u(t, } ) yields a solution to the initial-boundary problem
(C);
(3) if u and u~ are piecewise constant, and if 9 is continuous and
piecewise linear, then for t positive and sufficiently small, u(t, } ) coincides
with the solution to (C) obtained by piecing together the standard solutions
of the Riemann Problems at the points of jumps of u and of the Charac-
teristic Riemann Problem with Boundary at 9(0);
(4) fix two triples (u $, u~ $, 9$) and (u ", u~ ", 9") in D and call u$, u" the
solutions to (C) provided by S.
(4.i) If u~ $=u~ " then, for any t>0,
&u$(t, } )&u"(t, } )&L1L } (&u $&u "&L1+&9$&9"&C0). (2.7)
(4.ii) If 9$, 9" are Lipschitzean with constants L$, L" and t$, t"0,
then
&u$(t$, } )&u"(t", } )&L1L } (&u $&u "&L1+&9$&9"&C0)
+L } (1+L$+L") } (&u~ $&u~ "&L1+|t$&t"| ). (2.8)
At (3), by standard solutions of the Riemann Problems at the points of
jumps of u we mean the Lax solutions as defined in [17]. The solution at
9(0) is as in Example C.
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In Section 5 the estimates (2.7), (2.8) will be slightly improved, see
(5.19). In particular, the construction below will show that the solution
u(t, } ) at time t depends on the boundary data and on the boundary profile
9 only through their restrictions on the time interval [0, t].
Recalling the definitions given in [2], for the Characteristic Problem, the
semigroup S of Theorem C turns out to be a Standard Riemann Semi-
group, since it is continuous and satisfies (1), (3), (4.ii). Note that the con-
tinuity of S and (4.ii) together imply (4.i).
3. THE NON-CHARACTERISTIC CASE
The initial-boundary value problem for (1.1) in the Non-characteristic
case is
ut+[F(u)]x=0
(NC) {u(0, x)=u (x)b(u(t, 9(t)))= g(t),
where the initial data u and the boundary condition g are L1 functions with
small total variation; b is smooth. Call *i (u) and ri (u) the i th eigenvalue
and the corresponding i th right eigenvector of the matrix DF(u). By means
of a change of coordinates that leaves the shape of (NC) unchanged it is
possible to assume that
&*max<*1(u)<&*min *min<*2(u)<*max \u
for two suitable constants *min, *max. We require that 9 is absolutely
continuous and that
&*min<94 (t)<*min for a.e. t (3.1)
which ensures that no characteristic line may be tangent to the boundary,
motivating the denomination Non-characteristic. Note that (3.1) implies the
Lipschitzeanity of 9. Moreover, b is required to satisfy the hypotheses
Db } r2{0 in the origin of the u plane and |b(0)| sufficiently small. (3.2)
We recall here the definition of solution to (NC), see also [16, 21].
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Definition NC. A function u: 0 [ R2 is a solution to (NC) if:
(i) for t>0 and x>9(t) it is a weak solution to (1.1),
(ii) it coincides with u at time t=0,
(iii) it satisfies the boundary condition in the sense that for all but
countably many {0
lim
(t,x) # 0
(t, x)  ({, 9({))
b(u(t, x))= g({). (3.3)
By (i) and (ii) we mean that u satisfies (2.3) for any C1 function , with
compact support contained in the set [(t, x) # R : t<0 or x>9(t)].
Remark that in the Characteristic case (C) there may be a jump between
the solution near the boundary and the boundary condition, while in the
present Non-characteristic case (NC) there is no such jump and the value
of the boundary condition is attained in the sense of (3.3).
The following is the equivalent to Riemann Problems in the present case,
and will be referred to as the Non-characteristic Riemann Problem with
Boundary.
Example NC. Fix some m # R with &*min<m<*min and define 0.
[(t, x) # R2 : t0, xmt]. Choose a constant initial data u # R2 and a
constant boundary condition g # R. Let b be any smooth function satisfying
(3.2). As introduced in [16, 21], the standard solution to the Non-charac-
teristic Riemann Problem with Boundary
ut+[F(u)]x=0 for t>0, x>mt
{u(x, 0)=u for x>0b(u(t, x))= g for x=mt
is the restriction to 0 of the Lax solution to the Riemann Problem
{
ut+[F(u)]x=0
u(x, 0)={u
+ if x>0
u if x>0
(see Fig. 2) where u+ is defined by the conditions
(a) b(u+)= g, and
(b) u is on the shock-rarefaction curve of the second family
through u+.
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Fig. 2. The solution to the Riemann Problem (left) is restricted to 0 to obtain a solution
to the Non-characteristic Riemann Problem with Boundary (right).
Remark that (a), (b) and (3.2) ensure that u+ exists and is uniquely deter-
mined, for |b(u )& g| sufficiently small, hence also this (self-similar) solu-
tion to the Non-characteristic Riemann Problem with Boundary is unique.
As in the previous case, we incorporate the boundary condition g and
the boundary profile 9 in the domain of the flow. We can thus obtain a
semigroup acting on the set D* of triples p=(u , g, 9), where
u # L1(R, R2) & BV(R, R2) and u (x)=0 for x<9(0)
g # L1(R+, R) & BV(R+, R)
9 # C0(R+, R) with Lipschitz constant *min.
Similarly to the previous case, for a suitable subset D of D*, we will
construct a semigroup of the form
S : R+ _ D [ D (3.4)
t , (u , g, 9) [ (u(t, } ), Tt g, Tt9),
u being the solution to (NC) and Tt the translation operator. Define
TV(p).TV(u)+TV( g)+|b(u(9(0)))& g(0)|
d(p$, p").&u "&u $&L1+&g"& g$&L1+&9"&9$&C0 . (3.5)
Our main result in the Non-characteristic case may be stated as follows.
Theorem NC. Let F be a smooth map defined on some neighborhood of
the origin in R2 and with values in R2. Assume that DF is strictly hyperbolic
and that each characteristic field is either linearly degenerate or genuinely
non linear. Then there exist positive constants L and $, a closed domain
D/D* and a semigroup S such that
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(1) D contains all triples (u , g, 9) in D* with TV(u )+TV( g)+
|b(u(9(0)))& g(0)|$;
(2) the map t [ u(t, } ) yields a solution to the initial-boundary problem
(NC);
(3) if u and g are piecewise constant, and if 9 is continuous and
piecewise linear, then for t positive and sufficiently small, u(t, } ) coincides
with the solution to (NC) obtained by piecing together the standard solutions
of the local Riemann Problems at the points of jumps of u and of the Non-
characteristic Riemann Problem with Boundary at 9(0);
(4) Fix two triples (u $, g$, 9$) and (u ", g", 9") in D and call u$, u" the
corresponding solutions to (NC). Then, if t$, t"0
&u$(t$, } )&u"(t", } )&L1
L } (&u $&u "&L1+&g$& g"&L1+&9$&9"&C0+|t$&t"| ). (3.6)
At (3), by standard solutions of the Riemann Problems at the points of
jumps of u we mean the Lax solutions as defined in [17]. The solution at
9(0) is as in Example NC.
In Section 6, an estimate on the Lipschitz constant slightly better then
(3.6) will be provided, see (6.12). In particular, the solution u(t, } ) at time
t depends on the boundary data and on the boundary profile 9 only
through their restrictions to [0, t].
Recalling the definition of Standard Riemann Semigroup for the Non-
characteristic initial-boundary problem, given in [2], by (1), (3) and (4)
above, it follows that S is indeed as SRS. Hence property (2) turns out to
be a consequence of the results in [2].
4. OUTLINE OF THE PROOFS
Throughout this paper, F is assumed to be sufficiently smooth and such
that the Jacobian matrix DF(u) is strictly hyperbolic, for all u. Each
characteristic field of (1.1) is either linearly degenerate or genuinely non
linear. Let
A(u, w).|
1
0
DF(su+(1&s)w) ds
and call *i (u, w), ri (u, w), li (u, w) (i=1, 2) the eigenvalues of A(u, w) and the
corresponding right and left eigenvectors, respectively. Set *i (u).*i (u, u).
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By strict hyperbolicity, there exists a suitable change of coordinates that
leaves the shape of (C) and (NC) unchanged and such that
&*max<*1(u)< &*min and *min<*2(u)<*max. (4.1)
for two positive constants *min, *max and for all u. The eigenvectors r1 and
r2 are chosen of unit length and directed so that the directional derivative
D*i } ri is non negative.
In case (NC), it is natural to assume that the boundary profile 9 is
Lipschitzean, due to (3.1). We begin by assuming also in case (C) that 9
is Lipschitzean with constant, say, L*max+1. The more general state-
ment in Theorem C relative to a merely continuous boundary profile will
then follow by a limit argument.
In the spirit of wave-front tracking algorithms, we shall first approximate
the initial data u and the boundary condition u~ or g by means of piecewise
constant functions u = and u~ = or g=. The boundary profile 9 is approximated
by a piecewise linear and continuous function 9= and moreover we require
that
in case (C), |94 =(t)|*max+1
(4.2)
in case (NC), |94 =(t)| # [0, *min].
Define p =.(u =, u~ =, 9 =) in (C) and p =.(u =, g=, 9 =) in (NC). Note that in
both cases p = # D*. The approximation above is meant in the sense that
lim=  0 d(p =, p )=0. Let 0=.[(t, x) # R2 : t0, x9=(t)].
The Riemann Problems arising at the jumps in u = and at 9 =(0) are
solved by means of the Approximate Riemann Problem Solver introduced in
[8] which we briefly recall below for completeness. A standard glueing
argument will then allow to define an approximate piecewise constant
solution to (C) or (NC).
In a given set of Riemann coordinates v, the i-rarefaction curve ,+i and
the i-shock curve ,&i through the point v can be parametrized as
,+1 (v, _)=(v1+_, v2), ,
&
1 (v, _)=(v1+_, v2+, 2(v, _)_
3),
,+2 (v, _)=(v1 , v2+_), ,
&
2 (v, _)=(v1+, 1(v, _)_
3, v2+_)
for suitable smooth functions , 1 , , 2 . Choose any non increasing C
function .: R [ R such that
.(s)=1, if s&2,
{.$(s) # [&2, 0], for all s,.(s)=0, if s&1,
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and, for a fixed =>0, interpolate the i-shock and the i-rarefaction curve
=i(v, _)..(_- = ) } ,&i (v, _)+(1&.(_- = )) } ,+i (v, _), i=1, 2.
Given a left and a right state ul and ur, assume that they both belong to
the domain of the same chart and have Riemann coordinates vr=(vr1 , v
r
2),
vl=(vl1 , v
l
2). An approximate self-similar solution to the Riemann problem
with data
u(0, x)={u
l,
ur,
if x<0,
if x>0,
(4.3)
is constructed as follows.
First, using the implicit function theorem, we determine unique values
_1 , _2 and middle state vm such that
vr==2(v
m, _2), vm==1(v
l, _1). (4.4)
If _10, then the states vl, vm are connected by a rarefaction wave. Let
h, k # Z be such that
h=vl1<(h+1) =, k=v
m
1 <(k+1) =.
Introducing the states
| j1.( j=, v
l
2), |^
j
1.\2 j+12 =, vl2+ , j=h, ..., k,
we construct the =-approximate solution to the Riemann Problem with
data (4.3) on the quadrant where x0 as a rarefaction fan:
vl, if x<*1(|^h1) t
v=(t, x)={| j1 , if *1(|^ j&11 ) t<x<*1(|^ j1) t, j=h+1, ..., k, (4.5)vm, if *(|^k1)<x0.
On the other hand, if _1<0, the states vl and vm are connected by a single
shock:
v=(t, x).{v
l,
vm,
if x<*.1 (v
l, _1)t,
if *.1 (v
l, _1) t<x0.
(4.6)
The shock speed *.1 is here defined as
*.1 (v
l, _1)..(_1- = ) } *s1(vl, _1)+(1&.(_1- = )) } *r1(vl, _1),
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with
*s1(v
l, _1).*1(vl, ,&1 (v
l, _1)),
*r1(v
l, _1). :
j # Z
meas([ j=, ( j+1) =] & [vm1 , v
l
1])
|_1|
*1(|^ j1),
where meas(B) stands for the usual Lebesgue measure of the set B. Observe
that the jump in (4.6) provides an exact solution to the RankineHugoniot
equations as soon as _1&2 - =. The construction of the =-approximate
solution to the Riemann Problem with data (4.3) on the quadrant where
x0 is entirely similar, repeating the above construction with waves of the
second family.
At the initial time t=0, for x>9=(0) solve the Riemann Problems
arising at the jumps in the approximate initial data u = by means of the
Riemann solver above. The Riemann Problem with Boundary arising at
(0, 9=(0)) is solved by the same technique, provided the states ul, ur in (4.3)
are chosen as described in Example C for the Characteristic case and in
Example NC for the Non-characteristic one.
Glueing the local approximate solutions above, a piecewise constant
approximate solution u=(t, } ) to (C) or (NC) is defined up to the first time
t1 at which one of the following events takes place:
(I) two waves collide in the interior of 0=;
(II) one wave hits the boundary;
(III) the value of the boundary condition changes;
(IV) the slope of the boundary changes.
In case (I), the approximate solution is extended beyond t1 by the same
procedure used in the solution of the Riemann Problems arising at the
jumps in u = for t=0 and x>9 =(t) (Fig. 3). In cases (II), (III) and (IV),
Fig. 3. Simple interaction between two waves _&1 and _
&
2 resulting in _
+
1 and _
+
2 .
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the extension beyond time t1 is achieved by applying the Riemann Solver
above to approximate the solution of the Riemann Problem with Boundary
arising at (t1 , 9 =(t1)). In other words, a suitable Riemann Problem is
introduced (see Sections 5 and 6) and the corresponding approximate
solution is then restricted to 0=.
This procedure can be iterated, leading to an approximate solution
defined up to the next interaction time t2>t1 , and so on. This iterative
method is applicable as long as the total variation of the approximate solu-
tion remains sufficiently small, and as long as the points of interactions to
not accumulate. Here, by interaction point we mean a point where one of
the events (I), (II), (III) or (IV) takes place.
By the same arguments used in [8], essentially relying on the properties
of 2_2 systems and of the definitions (4.5)(4.6), it is proved that the
number of interaction points is finite in any compact subset of 0=.
By a technique which has now become standard ([8, 9]), it is shown
that the total variation of the approximate solution is bounded uniformly
in =. This technique is based on the introduction of a function ? = which is
a suitable modification of Glimm functionals total strength V and interac-
tion potential Q. More precisely, the function ? = is defined on the sets:
In Case (C),
D*app.[(u , u~ , 9) # D* : u # PC, u~ # PC, 9 # PLC
with Lipschitz constant*max+1].
In Case (NC),
D*app.[(u , g, 9) # D* : u # PC, g # PC, 9 # PLC
with Lipschitz constant *min],
where PC is the set of piecewise constant functions with finitely many
jumps, and PLC is the set of piecewise linear and continuous functions
with finitely many corners on any compact subset of R. Define the domain
D=, $.[p # D*app : ? =(p)<$] (4.7)
and set
in Case (C), p=(t).(u=(t, } ), Ttu~ =, Tt 9=),
in Case (NC), p=(t).(u=(t, } ), Tt g=, Tt 9=),
u= being the approximate solution defined above.
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Proposition 1. Let the problem (C) or (NC) satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 1. Then there exist a positive $ and a function ? =: D=,$ [ R such
that for any triple p = # D=, $, the wave-front algorithm above defines a unique
approximate solution u=: 0= [ R2 satisfying
(i) p=(t) is in D=, $ for all t # R+;
(ii) the function t [ ? =(p=(t)) is non increasing;
(iii) c&1 } TV(p)? =(p)c } TV(p) for a suitable positive c and for all
p # D=, $, the constant c being independent from $ and =;
(iv) Any strip of the form  t # [0, T] [9
=(t), +[ contains finitely
many interaction points of u=;
(v) TV(p=(t)) is bounded uniformly w.r.t. t # R+, p = # D=, $ and =.
? = is explicitly defined at (5.4) for case (C) and at (6.2) in case (NC). In
Section 5 (resp. 6) we prove that in case (C) (resp. (NC)), if a simple
interaction takes place at (t
*
, x
*
), then ? =(u=(t
*
+, } ))? =(u=(t
*
&, } )).
The extension to more general interactions is then achieved as in Section
4 in [8]. (i) and (ii) then follow immediately. (iii) is a consequence of the
definitions (5.4) and (6.2) of ? =. (iv) is proved exactly as in Sections 5 of
[8] and, finally, (v) follows from (ii) and (iii).
As soon as a global approximate solution u= is constructed, by (i) above
it is possible to define an =-approximate semigroup S=: R+_D=, $ [ D=,$.
By the uniqueness of the definition of the approximate solution, it is in fact
immediate to verify that S= satisfies the characteristic semigroup properties,
i.e.,
S =0=Identity, S
=
t b S
=
s=S
=
t+s .
In terms of the =-semigroup S=, (ii) above states that for any triple p, the
map
t [ ? =(S=t p) (4.8)
is non increasing.
We now proceed (see [8]) to work towards an estimate of the Lipschitz
constant for S=t independent of =. Below, we introduce a class of suitable
continuous paths ( pseudopolygonals), such that any two triples p$, p" in
D=, $ can be joined by a pseudopolygonal #. For any such path, define a
weighted length &#&= so that the distance
d =(p$, p").inf[&#&= such that #: [a, b] [ D=,$
is a pseudopolygonal joining p$ with p"] (4.9)
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is equivalent to the distance d at (2.5) or (3.5), uniformly in =. A careful
definition of & }&= allows us to prove that the function
t [ d =(S=t(p$), S
=
t(p"))
is non increasing for all pairs of triples p$, p" in D=,$. This will imply that
the =-approximate semigroup S= is Lipschitzean w.r.t. the distance d at (2.5)
or (3.5). In other words, the =-approximate solution u=(t, } ) depends
Lipschitz continuously from the initial data and from the boundary condi-
tion w.r.t. the L1-distance, and from the boundary profile w.r.t. the C0-dis-
tance. To ensure that any two triples in D=, $ are at a finite distance, in all
what follows we limit ourselves to the bounded time interval [0, T], for an
arbitrary T>0.
Concerning the initial data and the boundary condition, the definition of
the class of elementary paths introduced in [8] is used also in the present
case, and is here briefly recalled. The underlying idea is that of shifting the
locations of each jump in the initial data and boundary condition at
constant rates. This is accomplished through elementary paths. Pseudo-
polygonals are countable concatenations of elementary paths.
Definition 1. Let ]a, b[ be an open interval. A PC-elementary path is
a map #: ]a, b[ [ PC of the form
#(%)= :
N
:=1
u: } /[x%:&1, x%:[ , x
%
:=x :+!: % (4.10)
with x%:&1=<x
%
: for all % # ]a, b[ and :=1, ..., N.
Concerning the boundary profile, a new definition of PLC-elementary
path is needed. In fact, it is necessary to interpolate continuous functions
within a class of continuous functions. Furthermore, the following condi-
tion is of key importance: locally, in a PLC-elementary path the boundary
profile should shift in the same way in which the waves in the approximate
solution shift when a PC-elementary path is applied to the initial data.
Let two PLC boundary profiles 9$ and 9" be given. Assume first that
9$(t)9"(t) for all t. Then, a PLC-elementary path joining 9$ to 9" is
the map
#: % [ #(%), where #(%)(t).min[9$(t)+%, 9"(t)]. (4.11)
Note that each segment in x=9$(t) shifts to the right until it reaches
the curve x=9"(t). Locally in %, the movement of the segment in the
boundary profile through (t
*
, 9(t
*
)) is the same of that of a wave with
propagation speed d9$dt(t
*
) shifting to the right with shift speed either 1
(if 9$(t
*
)<9"(t
*
)) or 0 (if 9$(t
*
)=9"(t
*
)).
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Fig. 4. 9$ moves towards 9" along an elementary path, see (4.11).
Moreover, for all %, #(0) is in PLC. Furthermore, if 9$ and 9" are
Lipschitzean with constants L$ and L", then #(%) is Lipschitzean with
constant max[L$, L"] (see Fig. 4).
More generally, to join two arbitrary boundary profiles 9$ and 9", we
first join 9$ to 9 max.max[9$, 9"] with the elementary path #+ defined
as in (4.11). Then we join 9 max to 9" by means of a path #& obtained
reversing the one defined at (4.11). Below, the elementary path joining 9$
to 9" is defined as the concatenation of #+ and #&.
Definition 2. Fix some T>0. Let 9$, 9" be in PLC. If 9${9" on
the interval [0, T], the PLC-elementary path joining 9$ and 9" on [0, T]
is the curve
#: ]& sup
t # [0, T]
9"(t)&9$(t)+, sup
t # [0, T]
9$(t)&9"(t)+[ [ PLC
defined by
#(%)(t).{9$(t)+9"(t)&9$(t) ++%+ ,9"(t)+9$(t)&9"(t)+&%+ ,
if %<0
if %>0,
(4.12)
where x+.max[x, 0]. If 9$=9", for any a, b # R, the constant map
#: ]a, b[ [ PLC defined by #(%).9$ is also a PLC-elementary path.
We stress these two properties of PLC-elementary paths, which are of
key importance in the sequel.
(i) Let 9$ and 9" have Lipschitz constants L$ and L". Then the
values attained by the PLC-elementary path joining 9$ to 9" are functions
with Lipschitz constant max [L$, L"].
(ii) In a PLC-elementary path, each segment of the boundary shifts
with horizontal speed either \1 or 0.
Recall that D=, $ is a set of triples p#(u , u~ , 9) or p#(u , g, 9), hence the
three canonical projections ?i (i=1, 2, 3) are defined on D=, $.
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Definition 3. Let t # R+. A continuous map #: ]a, b[ [ D=, $ is a
D=, $-elementary path if each of the projections ?i b # is an elementary path
according to the definitions above. A continuous map #: [a, b] [ D=,$ is a
D=, $-pseudopolygonal if there exist countably many disjoint open intervals
Jh[a, b] such that the set [a, b]"h # N Jh is countable and the restric-
tion of # to each Jh is a D=, $-elementary path.
The =-semigroup S= preserves pseudopolygonals, in the sense that
Proposition 2. Let #o : [a, b] [ D=,$ be a pseudopolygonal. Then, for
all t0, the path #t : [a, b] [ D=, $ defined by #t.S=t b #o is also a pseudo-
polygonal. Indeed, there exist countably many open intervals Jh such that
[a, b]"h Jh is countable and the wave-front configuration of the =-solutions
with data #o(%) on [({, x) # 0 : { # [0, t]] remains the same as % ranges on
each Jh .
The above statement is a consequence of Proposition 5 in [8]. The
Definition 3 above is given so that the movement of a segment of the
boundary along a PLC-elementary path is equivalent to the movement of
a wave with the same support along a D=, $-elementary path. Likewise, a
(vertical) shift of a jump in the boundary condition leads to a (horizontal)
shift in the waves that are eventually caused by this jump. Hence, represen-
tation formulas equivalent to (6.5) and (6.9) in [8] still hold also along the
boundary. The continuity of the composition S= b # for any elementary path
# is proved relying on Lemma 14 in [8].
Recall the standard definition of length of a continuous path #: [a, b]
[ X, for a normed space X:
&#&X.sup { :
n
h=1
&#(%h)&#(%h&1)&X : a=%0<%1< } } } <%n=b= .
The most immediate definition for the length of a D=, $-elementary path #,
namely
&#&.&?1 b #&L1+&?2 b #&L1+&?3 b #&C0 , (4.13)
turns out to be possibly increasing along the approximate solution also in
the case of a fixed boundary, as explained in the Introduction to [8].
Hence, it is necessary to introduce suitable weights in (4.13), passing to the
weighted length
&#&=.(b&a) } (? =!(#)+}(#)), (4.14)
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where ? =! is a suitable function defined on the set of D
=, $-elementary paths.
The explicit definition of ? =! is at (5.15) for Case (C) and (6.7) for Case
(NC). On the other hand, the function } is defined as
}(#).{0, if % [ #(%) is constant1, otherwise (4.15)
and observe that the C0-length of the PLC-elementary path # defined at
(4.12) is bounded by
&#&C0[0, T](b&a) } }(#)2 &#&C0[0, T] ,
where with a slight abuse of notation }(#) stands for }(?3 b #).
Furthermore, we introduce the function 5= on the set of D=, $-elementary
path defining
5=(#).(b&a) } ? =!(#). (4.16)
If #1 , #2 , ... are the elementary path making up the pseudopolygonal #, we
set
&#&=.:
n
&#n&= , 5=(#).:
n
5 =(#n).
It is now necessary to verify that (4.9), (4.14) and the above left equality
indeed give a distance on D=, $.
Proposition 3. Given $>0, there exists some positive $$ # ]0, $] such
that any two triples p$, p" in D=, $$ can be joined by a pseudopolygonal #
entirely contained in D=, $. Moreover, there exists positive constants k and K,
such that
k } &#&&#&=K } &#& (4.17)
k } &?1 b #&L15
=(#)
K } (&?1 b #&L1+&?2 b #&L1+(TV(p$)+TV(p")) } &?3 b #&C0[0,T])
(4.18)
uniformly in =. As usual, p$=(u $, u~ $, 9$) and p"=(u ", u~ ", 9"). In Case (C),
the constant K above depends on the Lipschitz constants of 9$ and 9", while
k does not.
The proof of the first part of Proposition 3 can be deduced from the
analogous proof of Proposition 8 in [8]. Indeed, in Case (C), let p$=
(u $, u~ $, 9$) and p"=(u ", u~ ", 9"). Then, construct a first elementary path #1
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joining p$ to (u $, u~ $, 9") as in (4.12). Then, by the same constructions as
in [8], define two pseudopolygonals #2 and #3 joining (u $, u~ $, 9") to
(u $, u~ ", 9") and (u $, u~ ", 9") to p". The concatenation # of #1 , #2 and #3 is
a pseudopolygonal joining p$ to p". Case (NC) is entirely analogous.
The estimates (4.17) and (4.18) are immediate consequences of the
explicit definitions (5.15) and (6.7) of ? =! . The aim of (4.18) is to allow
better estimates on the distance between approximate solutions.
Note that (4.17) ensures that the weighted distance d = is uniformly
equivalent to d. In fact, choose p$ and p" as above. Define the pseudo-
polygonal # by
?1 b #.u $ } /]&,%]+u " } /]%,+[
?2 b #.u~ $ } /]&,%]+u~ " } /]%,+[
?3 b # as in (4.12)
then by (4.17)
d =(p$, p")&#&=K } &#&=K } d(p$, p")
d(p$, p")inf
y$
&#$&
1
k
} inf
#$
&#$&=
1
k
} d =(p$, p").
The definition of the function ? =! is quite delicate, for we want the
weighted distance d = to be non increasing along the semigroup trajectories.
Proposition 4. Let the problem (C) or (NC) satisfy the assumptions in
Theorem 1. Then there exists $>0 and a function ? =! such that for any
pseudopolygonal #: ]a, b[ [ D=,$, the two functions
t [ 5=(S=t b #) and t [ &S=t b #&= (4.19)
are both non increasing.
The above result is a more general version of (ii) of Proposition 1, as it
clearly follows from comparing (4.8) with the first of the two functions
above.
The proof of Proposition 4 amounts to show that t [ 5=(S=t b #) does not
increase at any interaction time, since by (4.15) it immediately follows that
t [ }(S=t b #) is non increasing. We consider the case of simple interactions,
leaving to the perturbation method introduced in [8] the passage to the
case of general interactions.
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More precisely, it is necessary to consider one more type of interaction
point, namely the points where,
(V) the boundary stops shifting.
At those interaction points of type (I), (II), (III) and (IV) } remains
constant, while in Case (V) it passes from 1 to 0. Concerning ? =! , more
careful estimates are necessary. Indeed, ? =! depends upon the shift speeds
!: of the waves in u=. These quantities may well increase not only due to
interactions among waves in the interior of 0= (see the discussions in
[7, 8]), but also due to the interactions of the waves with the boundary.
Consider the interaction (II) in Case (NC). A wave _& with propagation
speed *& and shift speed !& that hits the boundary at some time t
*
may
lead to a wave _+ exiting the boundary towards 0= with propagation
speed *+ and shift speed !+, where
!+=
(*+&94 =) } !&&(*+&*&) } !9
*&&94 =
. (4.20)
!9 is the shift speed of the boundary, i.e. 1 if the boundary profile at time
t
*
is shifting to the right, &1 if it is shifting to the left and 0 if it is not
shifting. The denominator in the r.h.s. above is bounded from below by a
positive constant due to (4.1) and (4.2). The shift !+ is thus bounded by
|!+|CF } ( |!&|+}), (4.21)
where CF is a suitable constant depending only on F.
In Case (C), the choice (4.2) of the slope of 9= ensures that if a wave _&
hits the boundary profile at t
*
, then no wave can exit the boundary
towards the interior of 0= at the same time t
*
. Some wave _+ may even-
tually exit the boundary towards the interior of 0 at a future time t >t
*
,
when the slope 94 = of the boundary profile changes sign from positive to
negative.
In Case (III), let ! be the (vertical) shift of a jump in the boundary
condition. A wave-front, caused by this jump, exits the boundary towards
0= with propagation speed * and horizontal shift speed
!=(94 =&*) } ! +!9 . (4.22)
In the two Cases (C) and (NC), the estimate on the r.h.s. of (4.22) are
entirely different and it is this fact that makes the constant K in (4.17)(4.18)
depend on the Lipschitz constant of the boundary profile, in Case (C).
Hence it causes the differences between the Lipschitz type estimates (2.8)
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valid in Case (C), and the estimate (3.6) valid in Case (NC). In this latter
case, in fact, due to (4.2), the r.h.s. in (4.22) is bounded as
|!|CF } |! |+}, (4.23)
where CF is some positive constant depending only on F.
On the other hand, in Case (C) similar estimates can not hold, since the
r.h.s. in (4.22) depends on the Lipschitz constant of the approximate
boundary profile 9=. Hence, the Lipschitz constant of the semigroup
depends on the Lipschitz constant of the boundary profile, as in (2.8).
In the Non-characteristic case only the waves of the first family may hit
the boundary. In particular, a wave that exits the boundary will not hit the
boundary again. In the Characteristic case this is no longer true, and this
causes a technical difficulty in the definition of ?! . In Section 5, this dif-
ficulty is overcome by the introduction of suitable generalized shift speeds.
Note that (4.17) and the second in (4.19) imply that the =-approximate
semigroup S= is Lipschitzean uniformly in = w.r.t. the metric d. In fact, fix
p$, p" and a pseudopolygonal joining them. Then
d(S=t p$, S
=
t p")
1
k
} d =(S=t p$, S
=
t p")
1
k
} d =(p$, p")
K
k
} d (p$, p").
To complete the proof of the main results, we now consider a sequence
of semigroups S=nt with =n  0. Following the technique used in [8], we fix
$$>0 according to Proposition 3 and define the closed domain
D.[p # D* : _[pn # D=n, $$ : n # N] with lim
n  +
d(pn , p)=0]. (4.24)
Note that D contains all triples such that TV(p) is sufficiently small. Let
p=(u , u~ , 9) be in D, and 9 be Lipschitzean. Consider pn=(u n , u~ n , 9n) as
in the definition of D and assume that the Lipschitz constants of 9n are
uniformly bounded w.r.t. n (clearly, this is always true in Case (NC)). For
t # R+, we then define
St(p). lim
n  +
S=nt (pn). (4.25)
The uniform Lipschitzeanity of the S=nt ensures that the sequence in the
r.h.s. above is a Cauchy sequence, as can be shown using the same tech-
nique of [8], Section 9. Hence S is well defined on D, in the (NC) case,
while in the (C) case is defined only on a subset of D (which is, clearly, the
set of those triples (u , u~ , 9) in D with 9 Lipschitz continuous). Moreover,
S is Lipschitzean, proving (2.8) and (3.6).
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The estimate of the Lipschitz constant relative to the dependance upon
time follows by standard arguments. Indeed this constant is proportional
to the maximum propagation speed (of waves or of the boundary) which
is bounded by *max in Case (NC).
It is now necessary to verify that the trajectories of S satisfy the
requirements (i), (ii) and (iii) in Definition C or NC. To prove (i) and (ii),
follow the same procedure used in Section 10 of [8].
In a forthcoming paper [2] it is proved that, if a SRS exists for problem
C or NC, in the n_n case, then it is unique and its trajectories provide
weak solutions in the specified sense, coinciding with the solutions obtained
by wave-front tracking methods in [1]. The semigroup S constructed here
for problem C or NC, in the 2_2 case, satisfies (iii) simply as a conse-
quence of [1].
Finally, in Section 5 below an argument based on a limiting procedure
allows to define the semigroup in case of a merely continuous boundary
profile.
5. THE CHARACTERISTIC CASETECHNICAL PROOFS
Aim of this section is to provide those details of the proof outlined above
that are typical to the characteristic case.
Fix some (small) =max>0. To simplify the notation, as long as
= # ]0, =max[ will be kept fixed, it will be omitted.
We first state precisely how the approximate solution u(t, } ) is extended
beyond an interaction. We will always assume that at some positive time
t
*
a simple interaction takes place, i.e., only one of the cases (I), (II), (III)
or (IV) happens.
Assume that u(t, } ) is defined for t # [0, t
*
[, with t
*
>0 and (t
*
, x
*
)
being an interaction point. Consider Cases (II), (III) and (IV), where
x
*
=9(t
*
). Then, the approximate solution u is extended beyond time t
*
by applying the Riemann Problem Solver introduced in Section 4 to the
Riemann Problem
{
ut+[F(u)]x=0
u(t
*
, x)={u~ (t*+),u(t
*
, x
*
+),
if x<x
*
if x>x
*
(where u(t
*
, x
*
+).limx  x
*
+ u(t* , x) and u~ (t*+).limt  t*+ u~ (t)) and
then by taking the restriction to 0 of the approximate solution so obtained.
In other words, we apply the Riemann Solver to the following Charac-
teristic Riemann Problem with Boundary (see Example C in Section 2):
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ut+[F(u)]x=0, for (t, x) # [(t, x) # 0 : x>x*+94 (t*+) } t)]{u(t*, x)=u(t*, x*+), for x>x*u(t, x)=u~ (t
*
+), for x=x
*
+94 (t
*
+) } t,
where 94 (t
*
+).limt  t
*
+ 94 (t).
Fix some positive time t in a past neighborhood of t
*
. The approximate
solution u(t, } ) has the form
u(t, } )= :
n
:=1
u:/[x:&1 x:[ with v
:+1==2(
=
1(v
:, _1, :), _2, :
(5.1)
for :=1, ..., n&1,
v: being the Riemann coordinates of u:. Similarly, write the approximate
boundary condition as
u~ = :
:1
u~ :/[{:&1, {:[ with v~
:+1==2(
=
1(v~
:, _1, :), _~ 2, :) for :1
(5.2)
and introduce the waves solving the Riemann Problem at the boundary,
that is
_1, 0 and _2, 0 are such that v1==2(
=
1(v~
0, _1, 0 , _2,0)). (5.3)
Let qi,:.2+sgn _i, : for i=1, 2 and :=0, ..., n. It is now possible to
introduce the function ?,
V. :
2
i=1
:
n&1
:=0
qi, : |_i, : |, Q. :
(_i, :, _j, ;) # A
(qi, :+qj,;) |_i, :_j, ; |,
(5.4)
V . :
2
i=1
:
:
|_~ i, : |, ?.V+Q+K } V ,
for a suitable constant K. Here A denotes the usual set of pairs of
approaching waves, i.e., of those pairs (_i, : , _j, ;) located at x:<x; with
:, ;0, such that either
(a) i=2, j=1, (the wave on the left belongs to the faster family, the
one on the right to the slower), or
(b) min[_i,: , _i, ;]<0, i=1, 2 (at least one of the two waves is a
shock).
Proving that t [ ?(t).?(p(t, } )) is non increasing, amounts to prove
that for any interaction time t
*
, the inequality ?(t
*
&)?(t
*
+) holds.
To this end, we need a few estimates on simple interaction. To simplify the
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Fig. 5. The wave _& hits the boundary. On the left, _& belongs to the first family, on the
right to the second.
notation, by C we will denote a positive constant whose value depends on
the function F, on the radius $max of some neighbourhood of the origin in
the u space and on =max. For any pair _$, _", define
Q2 (_$, _").{0,|_$_"|,
if _$, _">0
otherwise.
(5.5)
Case (I). If the 1-wave _&1 hits the 2-wave _
&
2 (see Fig. 3), then the
total size of the outgoing waves _+1 and _
+
2 satisfy
|_+1 &_
&
1 |+|_
+
2 &_
&
2 |C |_
&
1 _
&
2 | ( |_
&
1 |+|_
&
2 |). (5.6)
If on the other hand the colliding waves _$ and _" both belong to the first
or, respectively, to the second family, then the estimate above becomes
|_+1 &(_$+_")|+|_
+
2 |C |_$_"| ( |_$|+|_"| )
(5.7)
|_+1 |+|_
+
2 &(_$+_")|C |_$_"| ( |_$|+|_"| ),
respectively, see [8] for details.
Case (II). Call _&i, 0 (resp. _
+
i, 0) the size of the i-wave solving the
Riemann Problem with data u~ , u1 before (resp. after) the interaction. Let
_& denote the size of the wave hitting the boundary. By (4.7) in [8], if _&
belongs to the first family as in Fig. 5(a), then
|_+1, 0&(_
&
1, 0+_
&)|+|_+2, 0&_
&
2, 0|
C } (Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)( |_&1, 0|+|_
&|)+|_&2, 0_
&| ( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|)). (5.8)
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As a consequence
_+1, 0 } _
&
1, 0<0 O |_
+
1, 0|&|_
&|
C } [Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)( |_&1, 0|+|_
&|)+|_&2, 0_
&|( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|)]
_+1, 0 } _
&<0 O |_+1, 0|&|_
&
1, 0|
C } [Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)( |_&1, 0|+|_
&|)+|_&2, 0_
&| ( |_&2, 0|+|_
&1|)]
_+2, 0 } _
&
2, 0<0 O |_
+
2, 0|
C } [Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)( |_&1, 0|+|_
&1|)+|_&2, 0_
&| ( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|)].
(5.9)
If on the other hand _ belongs to the second family, see Fig. 5(b),
|_+1, 0&_
&
1,0|+|_
+
2, 0&(_
&
2, 0+_
&)|C } Q2 (_&2, 0 , _
&)( |_&2,0|+|_
&1| ) (5.10)
and similarly to (5.9)
_+1, 0 } _
&
1, 0<0 O |_
+
1, 0|C } Q2 (_
&
2, 0 , _
&)( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|)
_+2, 0 } _
&
2, 0<0 O |_
+
2, 0|&|_
&|C } Q2 (_&2, 0 , _
&)( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|) (5.11)
_+2, 0 } _
&<0 O |_+2, 0|&|_
&
2, 0|C } Q2 (_
&
2, 0 , _
&)( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|).
Case (III). Let the value at the boundary change from u~ & to u~ +.
Assume that the Riemann Problem with data
u(0, x)={u~
+, if x<0
u~ &, if x0
is solved in terms of waves _~ 1 , _~ 2 (see Fig. 6). Call _&i, 0 (resp. _
+
i, 0) the
i-wave solving the Riemann Problem at the boundary before (resp. after)
the interaction. Then, by (4.7) in [8]
:
2
i=1
|_+i, 0&(_~ i+_
&
i, 0)|
C } \ |_&1, 0_~ 2| ( |_&1, 0|+|_~ 2| )+ :
2
i=1
|_~ i_&i, 0| ( |_~ i |+|_
&
i, 0| )+ . (5.12)
Note that by the estimates above it follows that if $ is sufficiently small
if _+i, 0 } _
&
i, 0<0 then |_~ 1|+|_~ 2|
3
4 |_
+
i, 0|. (5.13)
In Case (IV) no estimate on the wave sizes is necessary.
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Fig. 6. A jump in the boundary data leads to two waves _~ 1 and _~ 2 entering 0= as soon
as the slope of the boundary allows it.
Lemma 1. Let a simple interaction take place at (t
*
, x
*
). Then, if $ is
sufficiently small, in any of the cases (I), (II), (III) and (IV) one has
?(t
*
+)?(t
*
&).
Proof. Choose K=9 and $ small enough. We start considering
Case (I).
Let _&1 and _
&
2 be the total size of the wave-fronts colliding at time t*.
Call A\i the set of (indexes of ) waves approaching _
\
i . Then by (5.6) or
(5.7)
2V3C |_&1 _
&
2 | ( |_
&
1 |+|_
&
2 |)
|_&1 _
&
2 |
2Q&2 |_&1 _
&
2 |+ :
2
i=1 \ :( j,:) # Ai+ (q
+
i +qj, :) |_
+
i _j, : |
& :
( j, :) # Ai
&
(q&i +qj, :) |_
&
i _j, : |+
(&2+V&) |_&1 _
&
2 |,
while V remains constant, hence
2?& 12 |_
&
1 _
&
2 |.
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Consider now Case (II). Then, if _& belongs to the first family, as in
Fig. 5(a), by (5.8) and (5.9)
2V6C(Q2 (_&1,0 , _
&)( |_&1, 0|+|_
&|)+|_&2, 0 _
&| ( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|))
Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)+|_&2, 0_
&|
2Q &(q&1, 0+q
&) Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)&(q&2,0+q
&) |_&2,0 _
&|
+ :
(i, :) # A+1, 0
(q+1, 0+qi,:) |_
+
1, 0_i, : |+ :
(i, :) # A+2, 0
(q+2,0+qi, :) |_
+
2,0 _i, : |
& :
(i, :) # A&1, 0
(q&1, 0+qi,:) |_
&
1, 0_i, : |& :
(i, :) # A&2, 0
(q&2,0+qi, :) |_
&
2,0 _i, : |
& :
(i, :) # A&
(q&+qi, :) |_&_i, : |
 &2Q2 (_&1,0 , _
&)&2 |_&2, 0_
&|+(Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)+|_&2, 0 _
&|)V&
(&2+V&)(Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)+|_&2, 0_
&|)
2? & 12 (Q2 (_
&
1,0 , _
&)+|_&2, 0 _
&|).
If on the other hand _& belongs to the second family, as in Fig. 5(b), by
(5.10) and (5.11)
2V6C } Q2 (_&2, 0 , _
&)( |_&2, 0|+|_
&|)
Q2 (_&2, 0 , _
&)
2Q &(q&+q&2, 0) Q2 (_2, 0 , _
&)
+ :
(i, :) # A+1, 0
(q+1, 0+qi,:) |_
+
1, 0_i, : |+ :
(i, :) # A+2, 0
(q+2,0+qi, :) |_
+
2,0 _i, : |
& :
(i, :) # A&1, 0
(q&1, 0+qi,:) |_
&
1, 0_i, : |& :
(i, :) # A&2, 0
(q&2,0+qi, :) |_
&
2,0 _i, : |
& :
(i, :) # A&
(q&+qi, :) |_&_i, : |
(&2+V&) Q2 (_&2, 0 , _
&)
2? & 12Q2 (_
&
2, 0 , _
&)
Note that (II) is the only case in which there can be an interaction without
any decrease in ?.
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In Case (III), use the same notation as in (5.12). Consider first the case
in which 94 (t
*
)>0, see Fig. 6(a). Then by (5.12), (5.13)
2Vq+1, 0 |_
+
1, 0|&q
&
1, 0 |_
&
1,0|+q
+
2, 0 |_
+
2, 0|&q
&
2, 0 |_
&
2,0|
8(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )
2Q :
2
i=1 \ :(i, :) # A+1, 0 (q
+
i, 0+qi,:) |_
+
1, 0_i,: |& :
(i, :) # A&1, 0
(q&i, 0+qi, :) |_
&
1, 0_i, : |+
 12 ( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )
2V =&(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )
2?& 12 ( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| ).
If on the other hand 94 (t
*
)<0, as in Fig. 6(b), then
2V3(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| ), 2Q6(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )V&
2V =&|_~ 1|&|_~ 2|, 2? & 12( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| ).
In Case (IV), due to the choices (4.2) and (5.4) of the slope of the
boundary and of the function ?, if 94 changes from negative to positive,
then V, Q and V all remain constant. If 94 changes from positive to
negative, then the change in v amount to a renumbering of the wave sizes.
Thus, in both cases ? remains constant. This completes the proof of the
Lemma.
To define the function ?! , we preliminarily introduce the generalized
shift speeds, i.e., the quantities
’i, :.max[}, |!i, : |], ’i, 0.}, ’~ :.}+2L |! : |, (5.14)
where !i, : is the shift speed of the wave _i,: , ! : is the (vertical) shift speed
of the jump at {: in the boundary condition, see (5.2). } is defined at (4.15),
while L is the maximum between the Lipschitz constants of the two
boundary profiles connected by the elementary path.
The introduction of the Lipschitz constant of the boundary in the latter
definition above is motivated by (4.22). We remark again that, if a wave
hits the boundary (Case (II)), then no wave may exit the interaction point
towards 0, due to the particular choice (4.2) of the slope of the
approximate boundary profile. However, the wave ‘‘attaches’’ to the bound-
ary. Its shift speed becomes the same (shift) speed of the boundary at that
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point, hence it may well increase due to the interaction with the boundary.
The wave may enter again the domain at the next time at which Case (IV)
occurs. The first definition in (5.14) prevents from increasing the weighted
functional ?! , below defined.
We refer to the notation introduced at (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3). Put
V!. :
2
i=1
:
n&1
:=0
qi, : |_i,:’i, : |,
V !. :
2
i=1
:
m
:=0
|_~ i, :’~ : |
Q!. :
(_i, :, _j, ;) # A
|_i, : _j, ; | (qi, : |’i,: |+qj, ; |’j,; | )
?!.(V!+H1 } Q!+H2 } V !) } eH3 ?. (5.15)
Lemma 2. Fix an elementary path #. Let a simple interaction take place
at (t
*
, x
*
). Let ? !(t).?!(S=t b #). Then, for suitable positive constant
H1 , H2 , H3 and $, in any of the cases (I), (II), (III), (IV) and (V) one has
?!(t*+)?!(t*&).
Proof. Choose the constants H1 , H2 and H3 as follows
H1=1+2C, H2=9, H3=8+16C, (5.16)
and $ sufficiently small.
Case (I). Call (t
*
, x
*
) the interaction point. Assume that _&: , !
&
: and
_&; , !
&
; are the interacting waves and their shifts speeds, while _
+
i, l , !
+
i, l for
l=1, ..., ni and i=1, 2 are the analogous quantities related to the outgoing
waves. Then, by Proposition 6 in [8] and by (5.6) or (5.7)
:
2
i=1
:
ni
l=1
|_+i, l !
+
i, l ||_
&
: !
&
: |+|_
&
; !
&
; |+C |_
&
: _
&
; | ( |!
&
: |+|!
&
; | )
:
2
i=1
:
ni
l=1
|_+i, l }||_
&
: }|+|_
&
; }|+2C |_
&
: _
&
; | }
for a suitable C1 and for $ sufficiently small. Hence
:
2
i=1
:
ni
l=1
|_+i, l ’
+
i, l ||_
&
: ’
&
: |+|_
&
; ’
&
; |+C |_
&
: _
&
; | ( |’
&
: |+|’
&
; | ). (5.17)
Due to the formal similarity of (5.17) with (3.14) in [8], the proof that ?!
decreases in interactions of type (I) is as in [8], Section 8.
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Case (II). Use the same notation as in Lemma 1 and call ’\i, 0 , ’
& the
generalized shift speed of _\i, 0 and _
&. Then observe that
’&i, 0=}, ’
&=max[}, |!&|]}, ’+i, 0=}. (5.18)
Assume now that _& belongs to the first family, as in Fig. 5(a). Then, by
(5.8), (5.9) and using the same technique as in Lemma 1
2V!(Q2 (_&1, 0 , _
&)+|_&2, 0 _
&|)}
2Q!(&2}+V&}+V&! )(Q2 (_
&
1, 0 , _)+|_
&
2,0 _
&|)
2?!(2V!+H1 2Q!+H3 } 2? } V&! ) e
H3?
+
(}&2H1}+H1V&}+H1V&! &
1
2H3V
&
! )
_(Q2 (_&1, 0 , _)+|_
&
2,0 _
&|) eH3?+
0.
If now _& belongs to the second family, as in Fig. 5(b), by (5.10), (5.11)
2V!Q2 (_&2,0 , _
&)}
2Q!(&2}+V&}+V&! ) Q2 (_
&
2, 0 , _
&)
2?!(2V!+H1 2Q!+H3 } 2? } V&! ) e
H3?
+
(}&2H1}+H1 V&}+H1V&! &
1
2H3V
&
! ) Q2 (_
&
2, 0 , _) e
H3?
+
0.
Case (III). Use the same notation as in (5.12) and call ’~ i the
generalized shift speed of _~ i . Assume first that 94 (t*)>0, as in Fig. 6(a).
Then ’~ i} and by the same procedure as in Lemma 1
2V!8(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )}
2Q!4(V&}+V&! )( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )
2V !&(|_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )}
2?!(2V!+H1 2Q!+H2 2V !+H3 2? } V&! ) e
H3?
+
(8}+4H1V&}+H1 V&! &H2}&
1
2H3V
&
! )( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| ) e
H3?
+
0.
If on the other hand 94 (t
*
)<0, Fig. 6(b), then call _+i, l (i=1, 2, l=1, ...)
the waves entering 0 and !+i, l their shift speed. By the choice (5.14) of the
generalized shift speed, ’~ i|!+i, l | and ’~ i}, so that ’~ i’
+
i, l . Hence
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2V!3(|_~ 1 ’~ 1|+|_~ 2’~ 2| )
2Q!3(|_~ 1 ’~ 1|+|_~ 2’~ 2| )V&+3( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )V&!
2V !=&|_~ 1 ’~ 1|&|_~ 2 ’~ 2|
2?!(2V!+H1 2Q!+H2 2V !+H3 } 2? } V+! ) e
H3?
+
((3+3H1V&&H2)( |_~ 1’~ 1|+|_~ 2 ’~ 2| )
+(3H1& 12 H3)( |_~ 1|+|_~ 2| )V
&
! ) e
H3?
+
0.
Case (IV). It is immediate to verify that in this case ?! remains
constant. In fact, a change in the slope of the boundary simply amounts to
a renumbering of the waves in the sums in (5.15).
Case (V). Before the interaction }=1, while after }=0, and there are
changes neither in the waves nor in the shifts in (5.15). Hence proving
2? !0 is immediate.
The same perturbative procedure used in [8] allows us to prove the
Lipschitzeanity of S= under the assumption that the boundary profiles are
Lipschitzean. Passing to the limit =  0, as described in Section 4, we
obtain a Lipschitzean semigroup S satisfying (2.8).
Remark now that by definitions (5.14) of the generalized shift speeds,
(5.15) of ?! , (2.15) of the metric d, repeating with the function 5= at (4.16)
the same procedure followed with the weighted length & }&= , it is possible to
state the following inequality which slightly improves (2.8). Fix two triples
p$=(u $, u~ $, 9$) and p"=(u ", u~ ", 9") both in D. Call L$ (resp. L") the
Lipschitz constant of 9$ (resp. 9"). Then
&u"(t", } )&u$(t$, } )&L1L } (&u "&u $&L1+(TV(p$)+TV(p")) } &9"&9$&C0)
+L } max[L$, L"] } (&u~ "&u~ $&L1+|t"&t$| ). (5.19)
We now wish to extend S to boundary profiles that are assumed only
continuous.
Denote by DLip the domain of the semigroup S obtained so far, i.e.,
DLip is the subset of D, as defined in (4.24), consisting of those triples
(u , u~ , 9) # D with a Lipschitzean boundary profile 9. For a generic p=
(u , u~ , 9) # D, consider
pn=(u , u~ , 9n) # DLip with lim
n  +
&9&9n&C0=0
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and denote by Ln a Lipschitz constant for 9n . Then define
St p. lim
n  +
St pn . (5.20)
Note that by (2.8), the sequence in the r.h.s. above is a Cauchy sequence,
hence S is well defined on the domain D. To prove (2.7), consider two
triples p$=(u $, u~ , 9$) and p"=(u ", u~ , 9") in D and choose two sequences,
[(u $, u~ , 9$n) # DLip : n # N], [(u ", u~ , 9n") # DLip : n # N],
converging to p$ and p", respectively. Compute
d(St(u $, u~ , 9$), St(u ", u~ , 9"))
d(St(u $, u~ , 9$), St(u $, u~ , 9$n))+L } (&u $&u "&L1+&9$n&9 n"&C0)
+d(St(u ", u~ , 9n"), St(u ", u~ , 9")).
Passing to the limit n  +, the first and third summands in the r.h.s.
above converge to 0, hence
d(St(u $, u~ , 9$), St(u ", u~ , 9"))L } d(p$, p") (5.21)
uniformly in u~ and t, proving (2.7)
We now prove the continuity of S for fixed u and 9. Consider a
sequence pn=(u , u~ n , 9) # D converging to some (u , u~ , 9) # D. Let
[tn # R+: n # N] converge to some t0. Choose a sequence [(u , u~ , 9n) #
DLip : n # N] with Ln such that
lim
n  +
Ln } &u~ &u~ n&L1=0, lim
n  +
Ln } |t&tn |=0,
and using (5.20) and (5.21), compute
d(St(u , u~ , 9), Stn(u , u~ n , 9))
d(St(u , u~ , 9), (St(u , u~ , 9n))+d(St(u , u~ , 9n), Stn(u , u~ n , 9n))
+d(Stn(u , u~ n , 9n), Stn(u , u~ n , 9))
d(St(u , u~ , 9), St(u , u~ , 9n))+L } (1+2Ln) } (&u~ &u~ n&L1+|t&tn | )
+L } &9&9n&C0
which converges to 0. The continuity w.r.t. all variables easily follows.
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6. THE NON-CHARACTERISTIC CASETECHNICAL PROOFS
Aim of this section is to provide those details of the proof outlined in
Section 4 and that are typical to the Non-characteristic case.
Fix some (small) =max>0. To simplify the notation, as long as = # ]0, =max[
will be kept fixed, it will be omitted.
We first state precisely how the approximate solution u(t, } ) is extended
beyond an interaction. Assume that u(t, } ) is defined for t # [0, t
*
[, with
t
*
>0 and (t
*
, x
*
) being an interaction point. Consider Cases (II), (III)
and (IV), where x
*
=9(t
*
). Then, the approximate solution u is extended
beyond time t
*
by applying the Riemann Problem Solver introduced in
Section 4 to the Riemann Problem
{
ut+[F(u)]x=0
u(t
*
, x)={u
+,
u(t
*
, x
*
+),
if x<x
*
if x>x
*
,
where u+ is uniquely determined by the conditions
(a) b(u+)= g(t
*
+), and
(b) the state u(t
*
, x
*
+) is on the shock-rarefaction curve of the
second family through u+. The approximate solution so obtained is then
restricted to 0. In other words, we apply the Riemann Solver to the
following Non-characteristic Riemann Problem with Boundary:
ut+[F(u)]x=0, for (t, x) # [(t, x) # 0 : x>x*+94 (t*+) } t]{u(t*, x)=u(t*, x*+), for x>x*b(u(t, x))= g(t
*
+), for x=x
*
+94 (t
*
+) } t.
Fix some positive time t. The approximate solution u(t, } ) has the form
(5.1), while the approximate boundary condition can be written
g= :
:1
g: } /[{: ,{:+1[ . (6.1)
Referring to the above expression of g and to (5.1), the function ? at
time t is defined as
V.:
i, :
Ki |_i, : |, Q. :
(_i, : _j, ;) # A
KiKj |_i, :_j, ; |,
(6.2)
V .TV[ g; [t, +[], ?.V+Q+K } V ,
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where K1=K is a suitable positive constant and K2=1. The set A of
approaching waves is defined as in the preceding section. Above,
TV[ g; [t, +[] stands for the total variation of the function g restricted
to [t, +[.
We now pass to the basic interaction estimates.
Case (I). The following estimates are consequences of the analogous
estimates (5.6), (5.7):
K1 |_+1 &_
&
1 |+K2 |_
+
2 &_
&
2 |C(K1+K2) |_
&
1 _
&
2 | ( |_
&
1 |+|_
&
2 |) (6.3)
K1 |_+1 &(_$+_")|+K2 |_
+
2 |C(K1+K2) |_$_"| ( |_$|+|_"| ) (6.4)
K1 |_+1 |+K2 |_
+
2 &(_$+_")|C(K1+K2) |_$_"| ( |_$|+|_"| ). (6.5)
Cases (II) and (III). Since a first order argument is sufficient to provide
suitable estimate, we assume that at time t
*
={: (see (6.1)) some waves of
the first family with total size _&1 hit the boundary and the same time the
boundary condition changes value from g: to g:+1. Call 2g:. g:+1& g:.
Then the total size _+2 of the wave that enters 0 at time t* is bounded by
|_+2 |C } ( |_
&
1 |+|2g
: | ). (6.6)
Lemma 3. Let an interaction take place at (t
*
, x
*
). Then, if K=1+C
and $ is sufficiently small, in any of the cases (I), (II), (III) and (IV) one
has ?(t+)?(t&).
Proof. In a simple interaction of type (I), repeat the same procedure
used in [8]. Consider case (II) or (III). Then, by (6.6),
2V(t) &K |_&1 |+C( |_
&
1 |+|2g(t)| )
2Q(t)C( |_&1 |+|2g(t)| ) V(t&)
 12 ( |_
&
1 |+|2g(t)| )
2V (t)= &|2g(t)|
2?(t)(&K+C+ 12)( |_
&
1 |+|2g(t)| )
 & 12 ( |_
&
1 |+|2g(t)| ).
By the same inductive method used in [8], it is possible to show that ?
decreases at any more complex interaction.
Referring to (5.1) and (6.1), let qi,:.2+sgn _i,: (i=1, 2, :=1, ..., n)
and define
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V!.:
i, :
Hi qi,: |_i,:!: | ,
V !. :
:: {:0
|2g: | |! : |,
(6.7)
Q!. :
(_i, :_j, ;) # A
HiHj |_i,: _j, ; | (qi, : |!i, : |+qj, ; |!j,; | ),
?!.(V!+H3 } Q!+H4 } V !+H5 } } } ? ) eH6?
above, } is defined as in (4.15); H1 , ..., H6 are suitable positive constants,
to be determined below.
The basic interaction estimates concerning shifting wave-fronts are as
follows.
Case (I). With the same notation as in (5.1), the basic interaction
estimate with weight Hi for all waves of the i th family is
:
2
i=1
Hi :
ni
l=1
|_+i, l !
+
i, l |Hj |_
&
j,: !
&
j, : |+Hl |_
&
l,; !
&
l,; |
+C(Hj+Hl) |_&: _
&
; | ( |!
&
j, : |+|!
&
l,; | ). (6.8)
Case (II). Let _&1 , !
&
1 denote the wave size and shift speed of the wave
hitting the boundary at time t
*
. } is defined in (4.15), while _+2, l and !
+
2, l
refer to the wave exiting the boundary towards 0. Then, by (4.21) and (6.6)
:
l
|_+2, l!
+
2, l |C |_
&
1 | } ( |!
&
1 |+}). (6.9)
Case (III). Call ! : the speed of the shift in the boundary condition.
Then, by (4.22) and (6.6)
:
l
|_+2, l!
+
2, l |C |(2g:)| } ( |! : |+}), (6.10)
where t
*
={: is the interaction time.
Lemma 4. Let (t
*
, x
*
) be an interaction point. Then, there exist con-
stants H1 , ..., H6 and $ such that in any of the cases (I)(V), the map
t [ ?!(t) is non increasing, i.e., ?!(t*+)? !(t*&).
Proof. Choose
H1=4C, H2=1, H3=1+2C+8C 2,
(6.11)
H4=7C, H5=7C, H6=2C(1+2C+8C 2),
and $ sufficiently small.
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Fig. 7. Simple interactions involving the boundary in the Non-characteristic case.
Case (I). By the same method used in (C), but based on the interac-
tion estimate (6.8), one obtains 2?!0.
Case (II). Call _&1 the size of the wave hitting the boundary, see
Fig. 7(II). Then by (6.9)
2V!(&H1+3CH2) |_&1 !
&
1 |+3CH2 |_
&
1 }|
2Q!3CH2 |_&1 | ( |!
&
1 |+})V
&+CH2 |_&1 | V
&
!
2?& 12 |_
&
1 |
so that
2?!(2V!+H3 2Q!+H5} 2?+H6 V&! 2? ) e
H6?
+
\(&H1+3CH2(1+H3V&)) |_&1 !&1 |
+\&H52 +3CH2(1+H3V&)+ |_&1 }|
+\&H62 +CH2H3+ |_&1 | V&! + eH6?+
0
thanks to the above choice (6.11) of the constants Hi and $.
Case (III). Assume that at t
*
the boundary condition changes by 2g:
and this jump shifts with speed ! : , as in Fig. 7(III). Then, by (6.10),
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2V!3CH2 |(2g:)| ( |! : |+d )
2Q!3CH2 |(2g:)| ( |! : |+})V&+CH2 |2g: | V&!
2V !&|(2g:) ! : |
2?& 12 |2g: |
so that using the same method as above
2?!(2V!+H3 2Q!+H4 } 2?+H5 2V !+H6 V&! 2? ) e
H6?
+
\(&H5+3CH2(1+H3 V&)) |2g:! : |
+\&H42 +3CH2(1+H3 V&)+ |2g:}|
+\CH2 H3&12 H6+ |2g: | V&! + eH6 ?+
0
completing the proof of the Lemma. In fact, in Case (IV) ?! remains con-
stant, while in Case (V) ?! trivially decreases.
Passing to the limit =  0, the semigroup S is defined and satisfies (1)(4)
in Theorem NC. Remark now that definition (6.7) of ?! , (3.5) of the
metric d, and (4.16) of 5=, allow to state the following inequality which
slightly improves (3.6). Fix two triples p$=(u $, g$, 9$) and p"=
(u ", g", 9") both in D. Then
&u"(t", } )&u$(t$, } )&L1L } (&u "&u $&L1+(TV(p$)+TV(p")) } &9"&9$&C0
+&g"& g$&L1+|t"&t$| ). (6.12)
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